To find an appropriate color transfoim is necessary and helpful for the applications of color images to extract color features or to reduce the data redundancy. In this paper, we proposed a new scheme to find color transforms close to the optimal transform and agree with human !.ision system for comparison. We first apply the perceptually uniform color space transform to all the hundreds color test images to convert RGB values into unil'orni CIE LAB components, and then use principal componennt analysis OCA) in the uniform space to find the image-dependent optimal color transforms (KLT). In our experiments, we have obtained a new color space: an approximate hut 'fixed transform in CIE LAB space, namely LAR space, which is just the LAB rotated and has an elegant and simple fomi. The proposed LAR transform performs better than RGB, YCbCr, YUV, HSV and LAB in color-based image retrieval.
Introduction
Color images are everywhere in science, technology, medicine and indust?. Color images are acquired and repi-ciduced based on tristiinulus values whose spectral coinposition is carefully chosen according to the principles of color science. Color space transform is critical for calor feature estraction and data redundancy reduction. To find an appropriate color transform is necessuu-y and vev helpful in many color image applications. such as image display, processing, retrieval, recognition. and compression.
In 193 some appropriate color transforms and we also wish the transformed or the inverse-transformed components are inter-comparable and the comparison done by coniputers is the same as we do by our human visual system. Therefore, we need compare the results in a perceptually uniform color space after applying inverse of our specific color space transforms. Our idea is to tind some optimal color transforms in the uniform space.
In this paper, a new scheme to find an optimal color transform is proposed. We transform color images into three components in the uniform space CIE LAB, and use principal components analysis to find image-dependent optimal color transform, Karhunen-Loeve Transform (K-L transform, or KLT). Then, we take the transform as an image-independent color transform and apply it to image retrieval.
Principal Components Analysis in CIE LAB Color Space
The conversion from RGB col& values into CIE LAB components is implemented by converting from nonlinear RGB space into,linear RGB space first, then into CIE XYZ space, and finally into CIE LAB space IZ].
A system using linear interpolation to transform RGB into CIE LAB can be found in paper [3].
CIE LAB color space is used in this paper as a perceptually uniform space and then the K -L transforms are found in this space. The work is implemented with five groups of color images and in three main steps:
Stepl. Transform all the images from the. original image color space into CIE LAn color space.
Step2 Compute the covariance matrix in C E LAB space with all the pixels of all the images in a p u p . Consider x = {x,, xi,. . . XJ is a collection of pixel samples in the CIE LAB color space. Each sample, x k = ( x~, , . x~~, . x~~)~, has 3 elements, which are 3 components L*, a* and b* respectively. We use these samples to calculate the covariance matrix of X, denotrd by s. The samples to make matrix X may be all the pixeIs of an image or all the pisels of all the images in a group. The computation of the covariance matrix is the most complex work and it has a temporal complexity of O ( n 2 ) , A cowriance matris from an image gives a K-L transform that is optimal for the single image. The matrix generated from all the images in a group provides a K-L transform that is optimal for the group images as a whole.
The three eigenvalues aI-e usefu1 if we want to know whether a component is more important than another. The larger an eigenvalue is, the more important its corresponding component Is. In this paper, the eigenvector that corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue is called principal eigenvector. By using the principal eigenvector in the K-L transform, the most important component can he found. This is helpful for many color image applications, such as color image coding and color image ret ricval.
PCA Experiments

Color Images
In this paper, a database of 5 image groups is used. All of them are downloaded from internet. ----~~ The eigenvalues are sofled in the magnitude-descending order, and is the principal vector.
In order to better understand the proportions between the eigenvalues, we use eigPemvtr to stand for the percentages of eigenvalues relative to the sum of all three
We have obtained some very close results with individual image groups and even some individual images. In a group, the principal eigenvector of each single picture is close to the principal eigenvector of its image group.
There is an interesting result that the. principal The K-L transfoini fur all the images in our database also implies that the principal vector in CIE LA3 space is \sly close to the vector ( I , 
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It looks so elegant and simple. More importantly, the color space after this transform is still perceptually uniform, and we believe it is a better choice for perceptually uniform color space standard. Since the new space is LAB rotated, we name the transformed space as LAK.
from the proportional percentages between the eignevalues, we can know that the significance between the components in LAR space is roughly 2: 1 : 1 , This also looks very nice and v e y useful I n image applications.
Ihe percentages of the three eigenvalues give the information of importance, which can be used in image retiizvd or image compression during quantization.
..
Application in Image Retrieval
'The optimal transform in CIE LAB space has many applications. In this paper, we use 5 groups of images to test color-based image retrieval with different color transforms. Our iransfoim LAR averagely gives better perfotniaoce than RGB, YChCr, YUV and LAB in our 
Images for Retrieval
In order tu test the color-based image retrieval pzi~i~rmancz of LAR comparing to YCbOr, YUV and LAB, we manually classify 120 color images into 6 groups to make our experiments. Each test ,&roup has 20 images of visually similar content. Among them, the images of 5 groups are selected from the images we used in the former section. The other 20 images are selected from the imeges of Cannon Beach, and they are of buildings near the beach. Two of them are showed Figure 6 . They are also downloaded from the website University of Washington. in at Figure 6 . Pictures in Group 6, Cannon Beach buildings
Similarity Function
Intersection of histograms is used as the similarity function for image comparison in this paper.
Suppose the histogram of an image is
k then the similarity function of two images 1, and 1, is
It is believed that the larger the value S is, the more similar the two images are. According to this definition, we have S=l if Il=12.
For multicomponent images, H is defined by concatenation of the histograms of all the components, For example, if I has three components (RGB or LAR), i,,,I,,,i,,, then : ,,(OX h~,0)....,hc2(o), &(U~.,hc3(0), hc,Q) ...)i x h a ( i ) = $ 1 = l,'2,3$
Evaluation
Let Iq be the image in a query, as in [5], we use two numbers to assess our image retrieval answers, precision p and recall r, which are widely accepted measures for evaluation of image retrieval. Precision is also called effectiveness and recall of an answer is defined similarly by efficiency in [6] . 
br(I,,G,)=
Ideally, in our espeiinients, the first 20 similar images ai-e a11 the images in the same pi-oup of the query images, p=20. 1=20. Unfortunately, this does not occur mostly.
[Jsually, p is smaller than 20 and r is larger than 20. Therefore, our image retrieval evaluation is based on the awrage of p and I; and they are transformed to percentages in our tables by following formulas. The color transforms. we tested are. RGB, YUV, YCbCr. HSV, LAB. and our LAR.
Image R e t r i e d Experiments
' Table 1 and Table 2 list the numbers of effectiveness and efficiency respectively. Note that the values are normalized to percentages.
' Table 1 sho& that ei-fectiveness of our proposed LAR is a\:erapely better than RGB, YCbCr, YUV and LAB color spaces and a little worse than HSV but comparable. Table 2 shows that efficiency of LAR is averagely !letter than a11 other color spaces, including HSV.
Since the LAR is obtained by a rotation of ~1 4 about the I.* asis. the difference between LAR and LAB is not large. However, we can still find that LAR is superior to ],AB in the musl cases. As the table 2 shows, the average etYiciency of HSV is larger than that of LAB, but smaller than LAR. Therefore, the simple rotation transform is crucial.
Conclusions
Principal component analysis is applied to obtain K-L transforms for the images of 5 image groups in the perceptually uniform color space, CIE LAB. The eigenvectors of the 5 image groups are close. The principal eigenvectors corresponding to the maxinium eigenvalues are all approximately close to the direction of L*. The other two eigenvectors are almost perpendicular to the L* direction.
With a number of test images of diverse content, a general optimal K-L transform is obtained and can be used as a fixed optimal color transform for all the images. Such a transfomLAFt as we presented in 3.2 is actually very nice and simple.
With a fixed and optimal color transform and a faster color space transform between RGB and CIE LAB, a wonderful transform can be found for real-time applic.ations.
The color space K-L transform for an image group is useful for image retrieval and image coding as preprocessing. When an image is given in practice, an appropriate fixed optimal color transfonn can be applied after we simply recognize what class the image should belong to.
The approximately optimal K-L transform presented in Section 3, LAR, can be used as a h e d color transform in color-based image retrieval. Better results are obtained in LAR space than in RGB, YCbCr, YUV, HSV and LAB spaces. Compared with LAB space, LAR is more effective and etTicient for high accurate retrieval.
